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Can architecture be alive? Like we are. If so, what would the rela onship
between us and the building be like? Could the building act as a pet, 

comfor ng and playing with its owner? I want to tell this narra ve in an 
installa on. The architecture will need to show its own emo ons and react 
to ours. The materials used will need to emanate life. This thesis will follow
the making of an installa on, exploring sensors and inatable forms that 

can morph to the sensor informa on. The inatables will make up the body
of the pet, and the sensors will become the mind.
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In 2020 with the coronavirus pandemic, we’ve adapted to life inside our ‘bubbles’. People have self-isolated
in their houses – some with family, some alone – for weeks, months on end. Worldwide we are developing 
our rela onship with our homes and depending on them more. These isolated condi ons are recurrent, with 
the me period of each lockdown unknown. How long can Zoom calls and Facebook messages from friends 
and family keep us going? How long can we forego the proximity or embrace of a friend? Perhaps our home
can become that friend; providing the social s mula on and companionship we are missing out on. But what
would this rela onship look like?

I want to explore the building/inhabitant bond, and how the spa al quali es can morph and react to the
dweller’s emo ons. Could they meet the user’s needs? Comfort them a er a hard day? Help them sleep? A 
building of this nature would act as a pet, or a companion to its inhabitants/owners. The thesis topic is an
inves ga on into whether architecture can hold life, some form of sen ence, that would give it the ability to
relate to us.
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Figure 2. Rendered view of one of the living, morphing buildings.

This thesis is a con nua on of my work from the previous design paper, where I imagined a city of these pet
buildings (shown above). Each one would morph depending on the heartrate sensor inside. The building 
morphed in a way that resembled breathing, with opening and closing holes. The speed of this ‘breathing’ 
would react to the heartbeat of the par cipant. If the heartbeat was too fast, the building would slow down
to a recommended breathing speed for the par cipant to mimic, aiming to lower the heartrate. The room
would also turn to blue, which is shown to destress the brain.1

1 University of Granada. "Blue ligh ng is scien cally proven to help us relax faster than white ligh ng a er an argument."

1099
Figure 1. Photo of interac ve setup for 
previous design paper. 9
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Here’s the physical model, the green part is where the opening for your nger is, and the sensor is housed
inside. With your finger inside your heartrate would control the speed of the openings, the colour of the
walls, and you could hear a heartbeat playing roughly to the speed of yours. The materials were from $2 
shop toys, to make the pet fun and friendly.

11

Figure 4. Physical model being passed around.Figure 3. Physical model on its pet bed.

12

This me around I an cipate crea ng this architectural being through a physical installa on, rather than a 
digital presenta on.  By making the pet in the physical, we can be er interact with the pet, taking the digital
sensor readings and this me making the ArchiPet’s reac on tangible. I think working in the eld of 
installa on architecture is the best way to demonstrate the rela onship between pet and inhabitant,
allowing the viewer to experience it for themselves. The idea is that an ArchiPet would be integrated
throughout every room of a home, but for the purpose of the installa on this will be demonstrated in one
room.
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The thesis is split into three sec ons:

Sec on I introduces the theore cal framework, the di erent threads of research that built the thesis.

The rst chapter examines the pandemic’s nega ve e ect on mental wellbeing, and the need this creates for
extra companionship that a living home could provide. As we are spending more me at home, there is need
for this now more than ever.

The second chapter is looking at smart homes of the future. At the moment smart homes go as far as 
automa c blinds and hea ng, but many of the leading tech companies have made predic ons for the future
of smart homes.

The third chapter is on living architecture. This chapter will build on the ideas already out there on the
subject. I will look at precedents that tell a narra ve of an architecture that is a living being. Such as Why
Factory’s ‘Barba’, Terrence Hector’s ‘City Walkers’, and Studio Ghibli’s’ ‘Howl’s Moving Castle’. I will analyse
these and determine the architecture’s vital signs as I make my own deni on of living architecture.

Lastly looking at hylozoic fabrica on. This chapter will begin looking at the Greek doctrine of Hylozoism,
where it was believed objects could be ensouled. Then discussing Phillip Beesley’s ideas around Hylozoism; 
how to emanate life in materials. Beesley looks into biomimicry with the movements created by his work.
And I will also discuss Jed Berk’s work as he carries out this hylozoic fabrica on successfully, turning 
everyday materials into characters.

13 14

Sec on II follows the explora on and making leading up to the nal installa on.

This chapter will follow my methodology. My making process was an itera ve search for the best way to
create an inatable architecture. The chapter follows my Arduino experiments from my rst thesis year,
through to fan powered inatables as I move towards installa on scale, referencing to precedents along the
way. I experimented ina ng a variety materials. I explore my own interpreta on of Hylozoism. As I am
wan ng to have life coming out of material, material explora on has a predominant focus. The skin will
characterize the pet, so I look for the unique, tac le, and organic. I’m interested in stretchable, balloon-like
materials, feathery, movement catching, uorescent, etc. What quali es does a living material need or want?

Sec on III details the nal installa on.

This is when the nal project is revealed. I talk about using the Kiwrious sensors. I produce research relevant
to each sensor; heartrate, humidity, conduc vity, UV light, air quality, and temperature. How can the
architecture best react? I talk about the autonomic nervous system, and how our environment can trigger
this system, causing us either to stress or relax. I research soothing human emo ons and ways to lower or
raise heartrate. How the brain reacts to colours will be looked at. Each sensor will have a QR code link to a 
demonstra on video when the sensor is plugged into the ArchiPet.

14
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I started wri ng this thesis is 2020, and during my me wri ng it we have gone into level 3 or 4 lockdowns 
ve mes in Auckland. That feeling of loneliness is now known by many, and is con nuing for those who are
sick, or contacts that have to self-isolate. A study was conducted during the rst 18 days of NZ’s na onwide
lockdown.2 It focused on the e ects Covid-19 and the lockdown had on wellbeing. Using the Kessler-6 scale
(6 ques ons used to screen for psychological distress)3, it was found that post-lockdown par cipants
reported higher levels of mental distress compared to the pre-lockdown group.4 The three categories were
low, moderate, and serious mental distress.5 Serious usually indicates a mental illness, but moderate would
also be enough to call for interven on.6 In this study the “Mild or Moderate Distress” category was greater
post-lockdown.7 In the pre-pandemic group 16.2% of par cipants reported moderate mental distress.8 Post-
lockdown this increased to 21.1%.9 So, as we priori se physical health, our country’s psychological health is 
su ering.

2 Sibley et al., E ects of the COVID-19 Pandemic and Na onwide Lockdown on Trust, A tudes Towards Government, and 
Wellbeing, 2.
3 Sibley et al., 11.
4 Sibley et al., 13.
5 Sibley et al., 18.
6 Sibley et al., 18.
7 Sibley et al., 20.
8 Sibley et al., 18.
9 Sibley et al., 18.
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Another study looked into work status and wellbeing during the third week of the rst na onwide
lockdown.10 At this me there was no o cial announcement of how long the lockdown would last, so it was 
a me of uncertainty.11 The lockdown had two nega ve impacts weighing on people’s minds. Economic and
social. Although New Zealand had experienced recession in the past, the rate in which the pandemic threw
us into recession and the decrease in the economy and jobs were an unprecedented economic shock.12

There was no way to predict what the new normal would be or when it would set in. This was the rst me
the government had asked us to dras cally restrict our movements and social lives. These changes raised
concern about the strain this would put on our wellbeing, so the study was carried out.13

The Gallup Experience Indices were used, and mood was measured daily by asking par cipants “Did you 
experience [emo on] during a lot of the day yesterday?”.14 It was found that essen al workers were more
likely to report feeling angry (20% vs. 16%) and stressed (47% vs. 38%) compared to other workers.15 Also
experiencing lower wellbeing were those facing job and income loss.16 This group, compared to those with 
economic loss had raised levels of anger (21% for those with job loss, and 19% for those with income loss vs. 
14% with no economic loss), depression (30% and 26% vs. 16%), stress (35% and 35% vs. 24%), and
loneliness (19% and 13% vs. 9%).17 Being in a household with another adult who had job or income loss also
contributed to a poorer wellbeing.18 This lower wellbeing was reported more by those aged 18-24 years,
and by people in low-income households.19

10 Pricke et al., Life in lockdown: The economic and social e ect of lockdown during Alert Level 4 in New Zealand, 1.
11 Pricke et al., 1.
12 Pricke et al., 4.
13 Pricke et al., 5.
14 Pricke et al., 15.
15 Pricke et al., 15.
16 Pricke et al., 16.
17 Pricke et al., 2.
18 Pricke et al., 2.
19 Pricke et al., 2.

17 18

Figure 5. Daily a ec ve mood by work status among those employed during lockdown.
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Figure 6. Individual wellbeing by economic loss experience by age group.

19 20

More nega ve and fewer posi ve emo ons were felt by those of us who lost a job or income during the
lockdown.20 30% of this group reported feeling depression “a lot” of the day.21 In those who lost their jobs 
only 51% experienced happiness a lot during their day.22 Job loss showed to be a severe shock to go
through. Those who lost jobs were more likely to feel lonely for all or the majority of the month (19%
compared to those with economic loss 13%, or no loss 9%).23 The same group would also be more likely to
admit nding it hard to talk to someone if feeling down or depressed (27% compared to 17% with income
loss only and 13% without economic loss).24 So those who experienced loss of job or income had lowered
wellbeing and struggled to get help or talk about it.25

The toll the pandemic and lockdowns have on our mental health is evident. The number of New Zealanders 
su ering from mental distress spiked.26 Essen al workers were more likely to feel anger and stress.27 Job
and income loss increased feelings of anger, depression, stress, worry, loneliness and lower happiness.28

Lower wellbeing was also more likely in young people and low-income households.29 While nothing ar cial
can compare to a human companion, now it isn’t hard to imagine a use for an A.I. companion, even a 
primi ve one is be er than being alone. A home that can act as a companion is something that is actually
needed, now more than ever as we are spending more me at home, and our mental wellbeing is su ering.

20 Pricke et al., Life in lockdown: The economic and social e ect of lockdown during Alert Level 4 in New Zealand, 16.
21 Pricke et al., 16.
22 Pricke et al., 16.
23 Pricke et al., 17.
24 Pricke et al., 17.
25 Pricke et al., 17.
26 Sibley et al., E ects of the COVID-19 Pandemic and Na onwide Lockdown on Trust, A tudes Towards Government, and 
Wellbeing, 13.
27 Pricke et al., 15.
28 Pricke et al., 2.
29 Pricke et al., 2.
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Today a smart home just means automated blinds and hea ng, but the poten al for these kinds of homes is
huge. Many of the leading tech companies have made predic ons for these future smart homes. An 
interes ng advert was made for Apple’s HomePod.30 It stars FKA Twigs who looks as though she’s had a 
hard day, and her home does it’s best to change her mood.31 She asks Siri to play something she would like,
and an upbeat song begins.32 Twigs begins dancing around, manipula ng the house’s dimensions as it
dances with her.33 The part of the video that resonates with me was when she whispered to the walls like
they were her childhood friend.34 This is the kind of rela onship I’m looking to create in my ArchiPet. Twigs 
gives the wall a countdown in me with the beat, and then together they bend and extrude in a dance
beside her.35 She can push and pull walls crea ng extrusions.36 The rooms can be created wherever and
whenever the user pleases.37 The way these vibrantly coloured extensions are created is similar to Why
Factory’s Barba, which will be shown in the next chapter. 

30 Apple. HomePod.
31 Apple.
32 Apple.
33 Apple.
34 Apple.
35 Apple.
36 Apple.
37 Apple.

21 22

Figure 7. HomePod causing walls to extend and sweep into curves.
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Samsung too have made predic ons for the future of smart homes. CEO Boo-Keun Yoon unveiled a video at
the IFA electronics show.38 A digital avatar of a robot is used, which appears throughout the house, giving 
you prompts to exercise and take your medicine.39 The house will detect when you rst wake up, and have
your morning rou ne ready, such as co ee.40 It will turn the lights o  when you go to sleep.41 The video
also shows how distant family members can be given a virtual place at the dinner table, or celebrity chefs
can be in your kitchen showing you how to cook dinner.42 We can have the room walls transform into
immersive videos of a park when we’re on a treadmill, which then change to a post workout brieng when
we’re done.43

Figure 8. Daughter given virtual seat at the family dinner table.

38 Shankland, “Samsung: Smart homes arriving 'at speed we can barely imagine'.”
39 Samsung, Samsung Smart Home of the Future.
40 Samsung.
41 Samsung.
42 Samsung.
43 Samsung.
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Yoon believes a smart home should do three things.44 “Show me, know me, and tell me.”45 The house should
show you informa on, such as when to take medicine, give you op ons to save electricity.46 It should know
you and your rou ne, when you usually wake up, go to work, eat, sleep, and have this prepared for you.47

And it should tell you sugges ons, such as recipes to use up the food about to expire, 48 if it’s me you 
exercised again, or not to give your husband peanuts as you know he is allergic.49

Figure 9. Samsung's robot avatar o ering sport op ons.

44 Shankland, “Samsung: Smart homes arriving 'at speed we can barely imagine'.”
45 Shankland.
46 Shankland.
47 Shankland.
48 Shankland.
49 Samsung, Samsung Smart Home of the Future.
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Lenovo have made a similar video where they predict how the IoT (internet of things) will take technology,
not just into our homes, but connec ng our homes to our cars, shoes and any other devices we carry with 
us.50 The smart home, much like Samsung’s proposal, will open the blinds, make your co ee just how you 
like it, and play the morning radio sta on when you wake up.51 As you get ready, the mirror tells you about
your health, helps you to decide what to wear from your wardrobe, and tells you about your skincare.52 The
mirror may then tempt you to take bathroom seles instead of heading o  to work. 53

Figure 10. Lenovo's smart mirror envision.

50 Lenovo. Lenovo Tech World - Internet Of Things.
51 Lenovo.
52 Lenovo.
53 Lenovo.
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Grundig too have made their predic on for a connected home. Their video like Lenovo shows ge ng ready
in a smart mirror.54 It takes into considera on your calendar.55 If you have a business mee ng it will show
you suitable outts and tell you where to nd the clothes you’ve selected.56 At the breakfast table you can 
plan your commute with your kids, adding school as a stop on your commute and download games to play in
the car together.57 The kitchen will help you cook.58 Like Samsung, the fridge will suggest to use food that
will expire rst, help you by giving prompts when cooking, and tell you what your guest’s food preferences
are at a dinner party.59

Figure 11. Grundig's smart kitchen.

54 Grundig. Grundig - Connected Home.
55 Grundig.
56 Grundig.
57 Grundig.
58 Grundig.
59 Grundig.
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Or if you don’t want to cook at all, Moley Robo cs now have robo c arms so that your kitchen can cook for
you.60 Readily available and on the market, you get a whole new kitchen that the robot is calibrated to work 
in.61 The arms are programmed to replicate the movements of chefs and can recreate a selec on of pre-
recorded meals.62

Lenovo and Grundig’s videos were a bit dull in comparison to the others. The smart home seems to be there
to choreograph your life, which may feel a bit annoying or even controlling. Out of all these predic ons, the
ones that are most cap va ng are the ones that imagine your home as a caring character. Such as Apple’s,
Samsung’s, and Moley Robo cs presenta ons. I think this is where the success of smart homes will lie.
People will want a home that can act like a pet, somewhat part of the family as opposed to just a network of 
connected devices dicta ng how to live your life. The next chapter will look at precedents with this
characterisa on at the forefront and integrated into the building fabric. I’ve called the chapter living 
architecture.

60 Moley Robo cs. The World's First Robo c Kitchen - TV Commercial.
61 Moley Robo cs.
62 Moley Robo cs.

27 28

Alled

Figure 12. Moley's Robo c kitchen.
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In this chapter I will look at precedents that tell a narra ve of living architecture. Such as Why Factory’s
‘Barba’, Terrence Hector’s ‘City Walkers’, and Studio Ghibli’s’ ‘Howl’s Moving Castle’. I will analyse these and
determine the architecture’s vital signs as I make my own deni on of living architecture.

Terrence Hector’s “City Walkers” greatly imagines a living architecture.63 The entry for the Fairy Tales 2017 
Compe on is based on the tale of a Russian city where the towers of industry had died.64 Hector imagines
creatures, large and towering, that move so slowly that they can be inhabited.65 The city is made up of herds
of these moving buildings with lumbering legs which walk in me with the lunar cycle.66 Hector describes his
project as a “parable of overexploita on.”.67 The humans of this walking city are clearly depicted as parasi c,
harnessing the wind passing through the creature’s chimney-like column to power windmills, which would
grow to power factories inside the walkers.68 Behind the walkers is le a trail of addi onal structures the
inhabitants have built.69 As each building dies, it is le behind to be used as a monument.70 The living ci es 
eventually all die, and a dead city trail remains.71

The story is useful for my thesis as it imagines how a living building might move, act and how we might
engage with it. In this case the buildings seem to be exploited. I think this will need to be considered in my
project. How can the pet benet from us? Something for me to keep in mind. If we don’t give back to the
pet it is enslaved and unhappy.

63 Terrence. “City Walkers or the Possibility of a Forgo en Domes ca on and Biological Industry.” 1-2.
64 Metcalfe, "Imagining a World of Massive Ci es That Crawl Across the Earth."
65 Terrence, 1-2.
66 Terrence, 1-2.
67 Metcalfe.
68 Terrence, 1-2.
69 Terrence, 1-2.
70 Terrence, 1-2.
71 Terrence, 1-2.
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Figure 13. Herd of City Walkers.
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Another great precedent for living architecture comes from Why Factory, who have created the concep on 
of Barba.72 She is a sen ent architecture that moulds around the human body, and then grows to
accommodate the lifestyle of the inhabitant, erup ng into a new room as the occupant calls for it.73 The
building would sense you.74 Therefore, the building would be alive, sen ent.75

This is useful to my thesis topic as it shows the building catering to its occupant in an unlimited way. The
connectedness of the user and the building; It’s as if the building can just read the occupant’s mind. The
more intui ve the building would be in reading you, the more the building would become an extension of 
you. But perhaps it is more playful if you and the pet must gure out what the other needs. If the building 
just knows your every need and want instantaneously it becomes an appendage, rather than a friend you 
can socialise with. I will keep this in mind with my design; trying to understand each other is part of the fun.

72 Maas et al., Barba: Life in the Fully Adaptable Environment, 13.
73 Maas et al., 30.

74 Maas et al., 13.
75 Maas et al., 13.
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Figure 14. Barba’s skin forming around mul ple user’s spaces.
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Figure 15. The castle moving through the landscape. 
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Howl’s Moving Castle is an anime by Studio Ghibli where the building is living, walking throughout the
hills.76 You can have a conversa on with the house at the replace where the soul of the house is.77 Here a 
re creature is the hearth and heart of the home. He controls the castle’s movements by steam, and
provides for the needs of the inhabitants, by boiling water, providing conversa on and so on.78 The idea 
here is that all houses have a spirit or centre that comes alive as a result of the inhabitants living in the
space.

Architecture provides respite in our day-to-day. A pet architecture would provide the essen als of a shelter,
but then go further providing for our social needs. Howl’s Castle is a good example of how this can be done. 
The house is large and protec ng, yet able to be sociable at the replace where it can meet you on a human 
scale.79 I think this is valuable to my project. The pet will need to be able to provide an architectural scale,
whilst s ll being able to meet us on a human scale.

So, when crea ng my own living architecture, I will consider each of these three precedents. Unlike the city
Walkers, my pet needs to be able to benet from us, so it isn’t enslaved. Di ering from Why Factory’s 
Barba, it will be more playful and pet-like if there is a slight struggle in understanding what the other needs.
And just like Studio Ghibli’s Moving Castle, the pet needs to perform on an architectural scale, yet also meet
us on a one-to-one scale.

76 Miyazaki, Howl’s Moving Castle.
77 Miyazaki.

78 Miyazaki.
79 Miyazaki.
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This poe c view of the world began in Greece, where the Ionian philosophers Thales, Anaximenes, and
Heraclitus believed all ma er possessed life.80 These pre-Socra c philosophers were looking to understand
the origin of ma er, rejecting the anthropomorphism of the Greek god mythology, and instead giving a 
divinity to ma er.81 Each of the philosophers believed one of the four elements to be the origin of all ma er,
and all ma er to be somewhat conscious.82 Thales, a great mathema cian, astrologer and philosopher
proposed that this could be proven with a magnet.83 It had the force to move other objects, hence it was 
wrongly classied as inanimate, and to him, it was ensouled.84

When fabrica ng my work, I want to employ the doctrine of a hylozoist, meaning I will think as though all
ma er has life. I want my fabrica on and material choices to emanate life and for my ArchiPet to be
ensouled.

80 Redon, “Hylozoism.” 
81 Redon.
82 “hylozoism.”
83 Sandywell, Presocra c Reexivity: The Construc on of Philosophical Discourse c. 600-450 B.C.: Logological Inves ga ons:
Volume Three, 97.
84 Sandywell, 97.

Hylozoism, (from the Greek hyle, ma er, and zoe, life) is the doctrine that all ma er is intrin sically 
alive. Under hylozoism, every object is claimed to have some degree of sense or life.

-David Skrbina, Panpsychism in the West

lif
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Figure 16. Thales.
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Figure 17. Detail drawings of unfurling elements.  

I was rst introduced to hylozoism through Philip Beesley’s work. He talks about life coming out of 
material.85 A responsive architecture that acts like life. “Can an architecture live? Can it respond to us? Can it
know we are here? Can it care?”86 He inves gates biomimicry with the movements his fabrica ons make.87

In his project Hylozoic ground, he looks at primi ve life forms, trying to recreate the way they unfurl
elegantly, then spasm the next me they try to recreate the same movement.88 He can create an inquisi ve
characterisa on in the materials just by mimicking these movements.

I think what’s clever in this approach in mimicking life, is taking the awkward, clumsy and awed
characterisa on of living things, rather than trying to create an intricate, refined, and maybe subsequently an
uninteres ng being. So for my pet the quirky, awkward, clumsy characterisa on should be celebrated, rather
than the dullness that comes from a perfectly func oning robot.

85 VernissageTV. Philip Beesley: Hylozoic Ground.
86 VernissageTV.
87 VernissageTV.
88 VernissageTV.
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Figure 18. Canopy of structure.

However, the materiality of Beesley’s projects could be improved on. He predominantly uses clear, at
Perspex.89 For my own interpreta on of hylozoism, I want the materiality to bring as much character to the
pet as possible. Contemporary hylozoists tend to try to convince themselves that ma er has life, but in my
project, I want the ma er to convince us that it has life. I am wan ng to have life coming out of material,
material explora on will have a predominant focus. The skin will characterize the pet. I will look for the
unique, tac le, and organic. I’m interested in stretchable, balloon-like materials, feathery, movement
catching, uorescent, etc. What quali es does a living material need or want? Possibly collaging together a 
Frankenstein of materials to bring together these quali es.

89 VernissageTV. Philip Beesley: Hylozoic Ground.
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Figure 19. Balloons connected to create a caterpillar. 
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This Hylozoic materiality is be er shown in Jed Berk’s Ina8etables, a series of work made predominately of 
balloons and other inexpensive materials.90 Berk creates animals and characters in a strange, kooky style. 
They are deligh ully unse ling. The childish aesthe c of the smiling creatures are invi ng, and provoke you 
to also smile.

It’s interes ng to see that adding a simple smiley face can transform connected balloons into a creature. This 
could be applied to my ArchiPet. By connec ng the balloons in an unusual way, they aren’t instantly
recognizable as balloons. Your rst thought isn’t “Oh balloons” but “Oh caterpillar”. Perhaps a simple face
and unique materials can transform my thesis design into a creature like Jed Berk has done here.

So to approach the fabrica on of my ArchiPet as a hylozoist, and ensoul the ma er, I will celebrate any
clumsiness of the pet such as Phillip Beesley did. I will look to nd materials with character, and also, I will 
give the ArchiPet a face, like Jed Berk did. Fabrica on and material choices like these will emanate life and
ensoul my pet.

90 Berk, "INFLA8ETABLES."
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This chapter follows my development towards making the nal installa on. 

First, the experimen ng from my rst thesis year. I began with inatable explora ons, as this seemed to be
the best way to achieve a controllable morphable space. I used Arduinos to control vacuum pumps, sensors,
and lights etc. I then look to take this to a larger scale, using desk fans and Arduino relays to control
sewn inatables. My methodology was very much a trial-and-error process. I rst look for ways to create
small scale inatables, then scale these experiments up, o en causing them to fail and I start a new string of 
itera ons. These trial-and-error itera ons allowed me to quickly gure out what didn’t work at a small scale,
and what did work I could push forward at a larger scale. Trying things out at a larger scale o en led to
dumping the idea and star ng with something else, un l I could nd something I could make work at a full 
installa on scale.
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Figure 20. FrankenPet.

43 44

My rst making exercise was at the Chare e day where we were to make quickre models based on our
research. This was my rst a empt of Hylozoic fabrica on. The ma er needed to be conscious. I took 
pieces of $2 shop toys with lively colour and texture. Each di erent piece of the rubber I s tched together
into a collage. At the centre, a face. To the right densely packed orange rubber fur, and below the face
rubber fur with a sparser array that looked more like feelers. I wanted to make something light-hearted and
fun. The result was this ensouled rubber fur Frankenstein. This exercise showed me how e ec ve bringing 
together di erent material quali es can be.

44
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To create a morph-able space, I began inatable inves ga ons. Experiments began with small vacuum
pumps controlled by an Arduino, and di erent balloons. I was able to control the air, with either a constant
ow or pulses. The pulses sounded like mechanical purring and gave a be er visual e ect when ina ng the
balloons. I brought back my Frankenstein model and had part of that being inated by the pump. Now I was 
beginning to control the character of the pet.

Another thing I tried was having a go at what MIT Lab were doing with their aeroMorph projects.91 The idea 
was that seams in an inatable model could control where the object folds as it inates. However, this was 
hard to recreate without the heat-sealing CNC machine that MIT Lab used. My seams were prone to
popping before any real folding took place. And also, there was doubt as to how this could work on a larger
scale.

91 “aeroMorph.”
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Figure 21. Balloon ina ng.                                                                      Figure 22. Twist balloon.  

  
Figure 23. Ina ng part of $2 shop toy.                                                      Figure 24. Ina ng the FrankenPet.

  
Figure 25. Paper model with seams.                                                           Figure 26. When inated seams become folds.
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Con nuing with desktop scale Arduino experiments I began looking into LEDs and making emo ve faces
with them. With this LED setup I can make a range of expressions. This will help to give the pet character
and allow it to show emo on, making it easier for us to relate to it. At this point the face is controlled by
computer input, but the poten al is to have the expressions reac ng to the sensor input, so the pet will be
reac ng to us and the environment. This could be scaled up by using larger or more LED grids.

   

47 48 Figure 27. Arduino powered LED face.48
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Figure 28

From here on I wanted to move to a larger scale with my inatable experiments, working towards an 
installa on scale. I began looking at inatable precedents. This project by Cod.Act is called .92 It takes
audio from the crowd and uses this to control the writhing movements of the elas c structure.93 The looped
rubber tube moves and contorts as an earthworm might.94 120 welded rubber tubes form an 8m diameter
loop.95 There are ve twis ng points in the loop.96

What’s done well is the way it moves. It kinks just like a real worm, again simplis cally recrea ng an
a ribute from exis ng life, like Hylozoic ground. However, there isn’t much purpose to the movement. It can 
be seen as playful how the worm moves, but the crowd is kept back from the worm. Perhaps the rubber is
too heavy and would injure you if it ipped onto you. If it was a lightweight inated structure, it would be
fun for the crowd to sit on it, jump over etc. Maybe it would be be er if the worm squirmed as you touched
it as a real worm might.

92

93

94

95

96
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Figure 29. People stopping to interact with the sensor points on the muscle room.

Kas Oosterhuis with his NSA muscle creates a malleable architecture by tensioning segments of this
inatable room.97 The form responds to user’s proximity or from touching the circular push sensors.98 The
black grid of ‘muscles’ made from pneuma c tubes then contract or relax, deforming the blue inated
cushion enclosure.99

The use of these pneuma c tubes is clever, as it allows the surface to be morphed fast. By just ina ng and
dea ng the black tubes as opposed to the whole blue cushion, the change is more rapid. This could drive
my inatable experiments further. Addi onal tensile elements contrac ng the balloons could produce a 
more instantaneous movement, as opposed to slowly ina ng and dea ng with air pumps.

97 Lynn, NSA Muscle, 35.

98 Lynn, 8.
99 Lynn, 35.
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Figure 30. Over-inated $2 shop balloon toys.                Figure 31. Collage to see at full scale.

Thinking about achieving a larger scale, I went back to the inated pu er ball toys and experimented with 
blowing them up to as big as they could go. I began Imagining a billowing creature with the LED face and
started sketching out arched legged monsters. A er the above concept collage, I felt it just looked too
familiar, like a balloon garland at a kid’s birthday party. I considered making a sock or skin to cover over the
balloons to make a more uniformed shape, but with me a factor this never eventuated. 

525555555555522222222222222
Figure             32. Sketches of arched balloon legs and
the skin that would cover them. 52
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Figure 33 .

At the me I was looking at this project, Cyril Lancelin’s Primself.100 I rst looked to this project thinking it
was a completed installa on, but I now know this is just a series of renders for a proposal.101 If this level of 
precision could be achieved with balloons like the Wubble Bubbles I am currently using that would be great,
but I am scep cal that this weightless oa ng look would be easily achieved as the balloons have a bit of 
he to them. Also, the weight is distributed unevenly throughout the balloons making them prone to rolling 
about. 

But what is worth me taking note of is how the people interac ng would become part of the display. Even
though these shapes o er enclosed areas to walk into, it s ll allows bystanders to see what is going on, as 
you see the feet of the people interac ng out the bo om, or their head from the circle cut-outs. Those
standing in the balloons become an exhibi on and it’s not exclusive to onlookers.

100 Lancelin, "Primself.”

101 Lancelin.
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            Figure 34. Only spikey balloons inated.                                         Figure 35. Round balloons ina ng and displacing the form.

I then moved on to tes ng how the balloon ina on would change the form. I arranged the balloons on a 
wooden pole about 1 metre high. I had the spikey balloons blown up with their ina on size xed, and the
large round ‘wubble bubble’ balloons would inate and deate. When deated the round balloons were
hidden, but upon ina on they would shi the spikey balloons and become visible. The form would turn
from a geometric arrangement into a more irregular form. I used bright green tubes to connect the balloons 
to the air pumps. The plan was to keep these in view as they would some mes ex with the ina on. I
thought of them as the veins of the pet, signs of life.
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Figure 36. Sketch of berglass poles and four feet.                                                    Figure 37. Spine structure with heart shaped vertebrae.

Coming closer to the mid crit I needed to bring my ideas together into the rst itera on of an installa on. 
My plan was to use berglass poles to create four legs that would wobble with the ina on and dea on of 
the balloon toys. I was thinking this structure would act as the spine of the pet, and wanted the appearance
to be skeletal, but in a cute way. So, I choose for the spine structure to be purple, and thought of having 
heart shaped vertebrae. These vertebrae would have holes in for threading the balloon strings through, to
a ach the balloons to the structure. To stabilise the structure, I would have foot shaped weights. Then at
the top of the arches would be the LED face looking down at you.

56

Figure 38. MDF and clay mould for the concrete feet.

Figure 39. Result of cas ng in the process of spray pain ng.

To make the feet I rst modelled them on rhino, then made a mould from laser cut MDF and clay. I then cast
concrete into this mould and placed the berglass rods into the concrete to set inside. Once out of the
mould I spray painted each foot and the rods.
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I placed the balloons and pumps onto the legs. Due to the cost of the pumps ($30 for one pump, $12 for the
Arduino, plus breadboard, wires, resistors, shipping costs etc.) I only started one leg of balloons. So I found it
wasn’t a cost e ec ve solu on for this scale. The ina ng of balloons was at such a slow speed that you 
couldn’t observe much movement. Also, once the balloons had been inated and deated a few mes they
would pop easily. I never made the vertebrae, so the structure was quite imsy and wobbly, yet didn’t move
with the balloon ina on, which was the whole point of choosing the breglass rods. So this idea didn’t pull 
through in actuality. The mid crit marked a big turning point in my design. It showed problems with
durability, cost, scale, speed.

58
Figure 40. Mid Crit presenta on.

58
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Now that I knew the air pumps weren’t going to be suitable, I thought of Nils Volker’s One Hundred and
Eight. He used small fans arrayed in a grid to inate plas c bags.102 I wanted to see if I could achieve
something similar with 30cm desk fans. Maybe they could blow up di erent inatable forms.

Figure 41. Sketch of fan ina ng forms.

Figure 42. Sketch of mul ple fans ina ng di erent beams.

102 Volker, "One Hundred and Eight."

60

Figure 43. Bags dea ng as viewer approaches.

Here is Volker’s installa on. The wall mounted interac ve installa on uses 216 micro-controlled CPU
cooling fans to inate and deate 108 plas c bags.103 The grid of bags inate in a series of pa erns un l
someone comes close, and the bags deate.104 The pre-set anima ons give the impression that the wall is
breathing.105 This is achieved by having one fan pump the bag up with air, then one to pump air out of the
bag, with the fans working in alterna on.106 It’s a great example of cost-e ec ve materials – garbage bags –
used in rened way

The wall acts as a sea anemone might, recoiling away from other creatures passing. Just taking the ac ons of 
exis ng life-forms and recrea ng them in their simplest essence is e ec ve. Similar to Philip Beesley’s
Hylozoic ground . For my design I will look to do similar, be inspired by exis ng lifeforms,
taking an ac on or characterisa on from nature and recrea ng it in the simplest way possible.

103 Volker, "One Hundred and Eight."

104 Volker.
105 Volker.
106 Volker.
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Figure 46. Sketch of raised oor.

To u lize these, I thought maybe I would make a raised oor to hide the fans underneath, and these
inatable columns would be arranged in a grid and pop up around you depending on the sensor informa on.

61

To test this, I bought a fan which to my delight was $5 at the Warehouse, as summer had just ended. This 
was already far cheaper than the air pumps. I tested out blowing up taped together garbage bags which was
a noisy success. I then tried a mesh material overlaid on a plas c tablecloth sewn in the same shape which
was a lot quieter and didn’t rustle. It took a lot longer than the rubbish bags to blow up, but the durability
was be er and overall look be er as there was no tape lines.

Figure 44. Inatable beam made from bin bags. Figure 45. Inatable beam made from mesh
material and plas c tablecloth.
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For heartrate the columns could work to change your heart rate. Lowering it to calming you down for sleep,
anxiety, or raising it to keep you ac ve and healthy. I imagined the columns changing colours depending on
your mood. Blue environments are proven to calm you down,107 so combining this with an enclosed space is 
good for sleep and destressing. For keeping you ac ve you could chase the pillars as they pop up and down.

Figure 47. Blue calming room changes to an ac ve game.

Figure 48. Di erent shapes.

I then imagined di erent shapes, and le the idea of a raised oor behind, not hiding the fan bulk.

107 University of Granada. "Blue ligh ng is scien cally proven to help us relax faster than white ligh ng a er an argument."
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Figure 49. Light sensor.

For the light sensor I imagined the inatables ligh ng up the space.

Figure 50. Air quality and Humidity sensors reveal and hide plant.

For the air quality sensor I imagined a plant being revealed to help lter the air, and when the moisture
sensor is plugged in, the plant would change its mind and hide the plant again to reduce the moisture. I
wanted the pet to make an “oops” face when you plug the moisture sensor in and it hides the plant.
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Figure 51. Sketching out shapes for the inatables.

I wanted to make some Tetris-like shapes, but any change in the shape and they wouldn’t stand up. A er
adding more seams and changing the balance I couldn’t get them to inate. The inatables were more likely
to fold where the seams were, and also, I think some air leaks out along the seams. So, the original pillar
shape with minimal seams is what I decided to pursue.

66

Figure 52. Shapes made in fabric couldn’t be inated.

I also think the two layers of fabric and tablecloth was too heavy, so I went back to the fabric store and
bought some nylon. I could inate this with the fans, and it was more lightweight. This fabric was very
durable, compared to the tablecloth which would accumulate holes. Also, the colours they had in this nylon
were very vibrant, so this really added to the playful look.
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Figure 53. Mid Semester Crit presenta on.

This was the setup for the next crit. I had some inatables extending horizontal and some ver cal. The
horizontal inatables moved with the panning of the fans. I had the ver cal inatables stood in buckets, but
this a ected the ina on having the back of the fan blocked. This stopped them blowing up without
assistance (I had to pick up the fabric while it inated). So I just had to present with them up the whole me,
not going up and down.

68

For the pet I had the LED face set up which I controlled
through the computer. I want to have the sensors plugging 
into the face and making it react, as well as the inatable
columns. Maybe the pet will stand at this height (I had it
stood on a plinth for this presenta on) or maybe it will stay at
a similar scale and you can carry it in your arms. This second
op on would be similar to my previous project where I had
the pet either held by the user or si ng on its dog bed.

Figure 54. LED pet face and Kiwrious sensors.
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Figure 55 -

This installa on was one I looked at when considering how the sensors and emo ons would shape the form. 
It’s called Pulse by Markus Kison. Pulse provides a live visualiza on of social data.108 It takes text from online
chatrooms and determines the range of moods in the room by detec ng key words.109 The sculpture is
pulled by a series of strings and motors, morphing into new shapes depending on the current moods 
expressed.110 The strings will pull out sec ons of the rubber sculpture each labelled with an emo on, so that
the form becomes a physical graph of the moods in the chatroom.111

It’s interes ng to see emo ons depicted in this sculptural form, especially with it upda ng in real- me. You 
see the sculpture change with the people’s emo ons. However, the change of shape doesn’t do anything to
comfort or excite these emo ons. With my pet a change in shape will work with the emo ons of the
inhabitant. The form could change playfully, or perhaps expand, making the space smaller, to make you feel
embraced and calm you down.

108 Klanten et al., A Touch of Code: Interac ve Installa ons and Experiences, 120-121.

109 Klanten et al., 120-121.
110 Klanten et al., 120-121.
111 Klanten et al., 120-121.

7070
Figure 56. Plan view.
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Feedback from the last presenta on was to have many more of these inatables. So I then looked at cost
and came up with this concept layout, factoring in a feasible amount of fans (there’s 54 here). I also think it is 
easier for me to inate horizontally so the majority will be like this, and I can look into ge ng some high
velocity fans for the ver cal columns.

Here the ver cal columns are grouped
together, and they would conceal and
reveal the plants I’ve been thinking about
using for the humidity and air quality
sensors.

Figure 57. Plants revealed and covered from ver cal inatables.

72

Di erent colours could be inated at a 
me. For example, electrical conduc vity

could be shown with yellow, with the
number of inatables blown up related to
the level of conductance.

Figure 58. Yellow beams ina ng by levels.FFig
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The core values of a rela onship that I think will be important for the pet to demonstrate are
companionship, empathy, and communica on. For the pet to be able to relate to us and act lifelike it is
equipped with its own behaviours that will u lise these values. The pet has the following behaviours:
calming, playful, raising alarm, and monitoring the room quality.

These behaviours come into play when sensor data is collected by the pet. For the sensors in my installa on,
I am collabora ng with Kiwirous from the Auckland Bioengineering Ins tute. Their Kiwirous sensors are
developed for teaching in classrooms, so they are really easy to use. They are plug and play, you just connect
them with a micro-USB cable.  I will produce research relevant to each sensor; heartrate, humidity,
conduc vity, UV light, air quality, and temperature. Through this research I’ll decide how the architecture
can best react to us.

Figure 59. Kiwrious sensor kit.
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76 Figure 60. Garage Setup.7675

The nal setup was in my parent’s garage due to lockdown, so this a ected the layout a bit. Originally, I was 
hoping for a clean, dy background, but actually the clu er complimented the random haphazardness of the
installa on. I had the 40 fans arrayed on 5 downpipes. These pipes were chosen for their material likeness
with the fans, white plas c as opposed to square wooden beams which would have looked out of place. I 
used concrete to make the bases for the downpipes so that they were weighted down and steady when the
fans were moving. I used buckets for the moulds, and made the centres hollow in each one for the
downpipes to be slo ed in. Each downpipe had a variety of coloured inatables so that the colours were
equally spread throughout the room. At the top of each downpipe was either a UV light, or an ordinary light
bulb and the two ligh ng types would alternate. The fans and relays had many mul -boxes and extension
cords, which were spray painted in various uorescent colours to glow under the UV light. The sensor data 
and a face for the pet were played on an old CRT TV which was also painted in uorescent blue paint.

75
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Figure 61. TV playing unity app with sensors plugged in at the top.

77 78

Each sensor was laid out on the top of the TV, where they would be plugged in. The TV already had a clamp
for holding an arial cable, so this was used for the sensor’s USB cable. When each sensor was plugged in it
was held rmly in place and looked like it was plugging into the pet’s brain. The colours that Kiwrious used
for their sensors ended up tying in well with the rest of the installa on. The shapes also look quite pop art
which was an inspira on for the colours of the beams in my own design, so the pairing together was quite
successful.

The applica on playing on the TV was made through Unity. The Kiwrious team were able to give me a Unity
le they had started with some of the sensors connec ng and displaying their data. Then I could build on top
of that my own code to control the Arduino boards from the sensor data, and also code in the changing face
of the pet.
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In deciding how the pet should best react to our data collected in the sensors, I have researched the
autonomic nervous system. This system is made up of two parts. The sympathe c nervous system, which
triggers our ght-or-ight ins nct that keeps us on edge and helps us respond to danger.112 Unfortunately in
modern humans this response can be set o  by non-life-threatening stressors such as tra c, work, and
rela onship problems.113 The parasympathe c nervous system does the opposite, and kicks in when no
danger is present. It works to slow down and relax the body’s response.114 This response can be ac vated by
things such as being in nature, deep breathing exercises, and playing with animals or children.115 Perhaps
playing with the ArchiPet could have the same e ect on our parasympathe c nervous system.

Hard edges in architecture have been shown to trigger the sympathe c nervous system, but biophilic design 
such as curving contours trigger the parasympathe c nervous system.116 Di ering sounds, colours, and
ligh ng can produce similar pleasurable responses as someone experiencing nature.117 Also movement seen
in peripheral vision, such as waving grass triggers this response.118 So in my installa on, the choice for
curved pipes, curved inatable beams will bring visual pleasure, along with the bright colours chosen, the
varying ligh ng, and the so panning movement of the beams which will mimic the slow movement of grass 
or trees in the wind. It is our parasympathe c nervous system that is responsible for our awe of nature, and
it is shown to be triggered by biophilic design in the same way.

112 “Ac va ng the Parasympathe c Nervous System to Decrease Stress and Anxiety.”
113 “Ac va ng the Parasympathe c Nervous System to Decrease Stress and Anxiety.”
114 “Ac va ng the Parasympathe c Nervous System to Decrease Stress and Anxiety.”
115 “Ac va ng the Parasympathe c Nervous System to Decrease Stress and Anxiety.”
116 Söderlund and Newman, Biophilic architecture: a review of the ra onale and outcomes, 955.
117 Söderlund and Newman, 956.
118 Söderlund and Newman, 956.
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Figure 62. The Autonomic nervous system is made up of the Parasympathe c nervous system and the sympathe c nervous system.
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For the conduc vity sensor the yellow beams will inate one by one depending on the user’s skin
conductance. Our sympathe c nervous system causes us to sweat, which can be read by the skin’s
conductance. 119 This is the electrodermal response (AKA galvanic response, skin conductance response).120

If we are physiologically moved by external or internal s muli, in that moment the skin is a be er conductor
of electricity.121 This is used in lie detector tests, and is good at indica ng a moment of stress, anxiety or
alarm.122 Therefore, our electrodermal response is low when sleeping, and highest in states of rage, strong 
emo on, a startling event, but also when solving equa ons or performing a demanding task.123

As the pet senses this response in us it too will become alarmed and raise its yellow beams. The number of 
beams raised will depend on the electrodermal reading. A higher skin conductance, a higher number of 
yellow beams raised. Vivid yellow has been shown to cause anxiety and raise the heartrate as it triggers the
sympathe c nervous system.124 The pet will raise yellow as a warning to show alarm to anyone else in the
room who might be unaware of a poten al danger, similar to how animals will alert the rest of the group
when under threat. So, if the pet detects a spike in your electrodermal reading, it will raise alarm.

119 “frequently asked ques ons.” 
120 “frequently asked ques ons.”
121 “frequently asked ques ons.”
122 “frequently asked ques ons.”
123 “frequently asked ques ons.”
124 Al-Ayash et al., “The Inuence of Color on Student Emo on, Heart Rate, and Performance in Learning Environments.” 6.
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Figure 63. Conduc vity Sensor in play.
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When the heartrate sensor detects an elevated heartrate, the calming behaviour will kick in, and the pet
then tries to soothe and care for it’s human. This will give the pet empathy, a core rela onship value. My
ArchiPet installa on will follow studies that show the colour blue has a calming e ect on the brain. The
University of Granada’s BCI Lab have found that under blue ligh ng, par cipant’s electrophysical 
measurements show an accelera on in the relaxa on process as compared to when they are exposed to
conven onal white ligh ng.125 This is thought to be due to the shorter wavelength of blue light. Yellow with
a longer wavelength has the opposite e ect, causing stress and anxiety.126 Quite unfortunate for those using 
our architecture building’s stairs and elevators daily. Also, for the reader with this colour background. So,
when the pet detects a raised heartbeat, it can inate its blue arms to change the room’s mood. 

Along with this, the pet will guide the user through a breathing exercise. Heartrate can successfully be
lowered by focusing on our breathing.127 Breathing in slower is linked to the sympathe c nervous system, so
can actually do the opposite of calm you down, such as when one is hyperven la ng.128 It is the exhale that
is linked to the parasympathe c nervous system, and that is what helps us to relax and rapidly calm down.129

Therefore a good breathing exercise is the longer exhale technique. This entails four seconds breathing in,
and then releasing the breath for six seconds, and this is recommended to be done for 2-5 minutes.130 This is 
the exercise the pet will guide the user through. So, when the heartrate sensor detects a raised heartrate,
the pet will prompt you to breath slower. The blue inatable arms will inate for four seconds then deate
for six seconds, so you can breathe along with the raising and lowering beams.

125 University of Granada. "Blue ligh ng is scien cally proven to help us relax faster than white ligh ng a er an argument."
126Al-Ayash et al., “The Inuence of Color on Student Emo on, Heart Rate, and Performance in Learning Environments.” 6.
127 Go er, “8 Breathing Exercises to Try When You Feel Anxious.”
128 Go er, “8 Breathing Exercises to Try When You Feel Anxious.”
129 Go er, “8 Breathing Exercises to Try When You Feel Anxious.”
130 Go er, “8 Breathing Exercises to Try When You Feel Anxious.”
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Uncomfortably high and low temperatures both trigger our sympathe c nervous system, and reduce our
parasympathe c nervous system, with heat leading to changes in heart rate variability, and cold leading to
diabolis c blood pressure rising.131 So since our pet is concerned for our wellbeing, it makes sense for him to
want to monitor the room temperature. When the temperature sensor is plugged in the temperature will be
represented in the colour of the inatables, and the pet’s face on the CRT TV will react. If below 10°C the
white tubes inate, between 11°C and 15°C the light blue inate. Between 16°C and 20°C the dark blue
inate. Between 21°C and 24°C the purple inate, and 25°C and over the pink will inate. The pet also has 
faces to pull if it’s too cold or too hot for him and us.

131 Okada and Kakehashi. “E ects of outdoor temperature on changes in physiological variables before and a er lunch in healthy
women,” 1973.
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When the humidity sensor is plugged in the light and dark blue beams will inate, rst the dark blue
one-by-one depending on how high the humidity is, and then the light blue will also blow up for higher
humidity levels. Once humidity is above 90% both light and dark blue beams will inate.

89 9090
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For air quality the green beams will inate and oscillate, so ly fanning the air to be er the room’s air quality.
The pet will change his emo ve face to indicate whether he thinks the air quality is good or not. It will be
important for the pet to monitor the air quality because this again a ects our sympathe c nervous system.
A study published in the Journal of the American Heart Associa on shows pollutants ac vate our
sympathe c nervous system.132 The par cipants who were subject to polluted air a er 10-30 minutes 
showed raised heart rate and blood pressure, compared to the par cipants who breathed in ltered air.133

132 Brook and Rajagopalan, “Ge ng Sympathe c About Air Pollu on Exposure.” 1.
133 Brook and Rajagopalan, 1.
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93Figure 64. UV Sensor in play. 93 94

The UV sensor will bring out the pet’s playful behaviour. When plugged in the ligh ng changes and the UV 
lights come on and make all the bright colours glow. The UV from the lights can be read by the sensor. The
pet’s face on the CRT TV will put his sunglasses on. The pink and white beams will inate as these colours 
glow the best under the UV light. The Parasympathe c nervous system will again be triggered by the
ligh ng, helping relaxa on, and the ambience will be perfect for playing music, having a drink and unwinding.

94



95 Figure 65. Glowing fabric.95 9696
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It was men oned during the symposium that the sensors used were mostly environmental and not relevant
to the rela onship between user and pet. However, both the heartrate and the conductance sensors can 
give the pet direct insight into our emo ons. I think the others are important as through our environment
the pet can improve our mental wellbeing. Humidity, air quality, temperature, and ligh ng can all e ect our
autonomic nervous system. So, I think each of the sensors are important for the pet-human rela onship.
Both to sense our feelings, and our environment, to determine how to best care for us. By xing any
problems in our environment, the building can keep our parasympathe c nervous system ac ve, keeping us
relaxed and happy.

In reec on of the installa on, I would have liked it if more if when the sensors are plugged in the pet’s
behaviours could actually a ect our wellbeing to change the sensor readings. The heartrate sensor I think 
does this the best, also the conductance sensor and the ultraviolet light sensor. But as for temperature,
moisture, and air quality sensors, the pet only reports the condi ons and gives an opinion. You plug in the
sensor and get a reading, but the pet doesn’t really do anything to try to be er the sensor reading. For the
air quality I hoped to have plants that the pet would reveal to lter out CO2, but this never made it into
reality as I needed to focus my me coding the unity display, sensors, and Arduinos. If the ArchiPet was 
to be truly connected to the home it would be in control of your air condi oning, dehumidifying unit, and
could have a built-in air purier. But for the demonstra ve installa on I had in the garage I don’t think it
would be important to plug these units into relays and have them turning on and o , this can just be
assumed for an actual full-scale home integra on.
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Originally, I wanted the placement of the beams to have purpose when they inate, either crea ng 
par ons or framing an area relevant to the sensor readings. It would have been interes ng if these beams
could have formed di erent rooms and environments. Some mes enclosing a space, other mes crea ng 
open areas or windows, colonnades etc. Perhaps the Heartrate sensor would trigger a smaller cosy space to
calm the user. Each sensor would transform the room into a totally di erent one. Given more me I would
head in this direc on. As of now the ArchiPet just changes aesthe cally, apart from the breathing exercise. If 
each beam was made out of white material and the colour was from ligh ng the tube from inside, there
would have been more exibility to create di erent architectures. As it was there was restric on in crea ng 
thought out arrangements as the placement of the colours of beams could not be changed during the
installa on. This was considered but I chose not to go down this path as it would be an addi onal expense
to light every tube and also, I took into considera on the me to code all this. But I think if I were to
con nue this project, I would consider this approach.

Also, if the shapes could have varied from just a straight beam that would have been great. I could have
done this if I had just used plas c rubbish bags. They did blow up really quickly, allow any shape you could
make, and any colours are available. The noise they make could be embraced. But I really wanted to make
something nished looking, so I think choosing the straight beams with durable nylon fabric was the way to
go. I also feel like the plas c bags would have just looked like something that’s been done before, like Nils 
Volker’s One Hundred and Eight. Maybe there could have been a di erent material I could have tried to
achieve these shaped inatable forms, but I wasn’t able to nd it in the me that I had, and the lockdowns 
made it di cult.

99 100Figure 66. Plas c bag inatables with di ering shapes. 100
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Due to my basic understanding of coding, the pet was quite unpredictable at mes. I thought I had coded it
to respond in certain ways each me, but in reality, the face would change unexpectedly, yet s ll
appropriately. For the UV sensor I thought I had coded the face to change to sunglasses as soon as the UV 
sensor was plugged in, but the pet would change from smiling to the sunglasses at its own discre on during 
the UV sensor being used. For me this was great, as even though I wrote the code of the pet I s ll couldn’t
predict what the pet was going to do. I didn’t feel as though I was pressing bu ons and looking at a monitor.
It really felt like this thing had a mind of its own.

One of my goals was to nd materials that were Hylozoic, emana ng life. I’m happy with how the colours of
the material looked. In the sun all the colours shone so vibrantly, and then in the dark under the UV light
they had a di erent vibrancy. It wasn’t the tac le feel that I was looking for at the beginning with the $2 
shop toys, but the smoothness of the nylon was nice and would make that sort of sleek chirp sound when
you brush against the inated beams.

101 102

So, can architecture be alive like we are? To me the ArchiPet showed that yes it can be. It felt like there was
a character in the room, that would react to its environment, and not always in the way expected. The
rela onship between us and the building could be like that of a pet and an owner, where communica on is a 
bit di erent than it is between two humans. Basic needs and wants will become the focus. A rela onship
without arguments and gh ng, just companionship at its purest form. Like a pet, the building would be able
to sense when the user needs comfort, without having to understand why the user is upset.

Materials can bring characterisa on and ensoul the built environment. This thesis demonstrates the
poten al a living architecture can bring to a post pandemic se ng. These responsive architectures can make
a big impact if they are designed to care for our mental wellbeing. My installa on explored crea ng one
architectural being, but there are many more wai ng to be awoken. The poten al for future architectural
beings is endless, and each one that is envisioned will be unique in its own characterisa on.
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ArchiPet YouTube Channel

Obscure Scenes Video – This shows what the ArchiPet would be like
implemented throughout a whole house, and what living in this kind of home
would be like.

Video showing walking through/around the installa on.
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Figure 69. Sensors.
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